Collective behavior of bacterial colonies plays critical roles in adaptability, survivability, biofilm expansion and infection. We employ an individual-based model of an interstitial biofilm to study emergent pattern formation based on the assumptions that rod-shaped bacteria furrow through a viscous environment, and excrete extracellular polymeric substances which bias their rate of motion. Because the bacteria furrow through their environment, the substratum stiffness is a key control parameter behind the formation of distinct morphological patterns. By systematically varying this property (which we quantify with a stiffness coefficient γ), we show that subtle changes in the substratum stiffness can give rise to a stable state characterized by a high degree of local order and long-range pattern formation. The ordered state exhibits characteristics typically associated with bacterial fitness advantages, even though it is induced by changes in environmental conditions rather than changes in biological parameters. Our findings are applicable to broad range of biofilms and provide insights into the relationship between bacterial movement and their environment, and basic mechanisms behind self-organization of biophysical systems.
INTRODUCTION
Emergent phenomena and collective motion of bacteria play important roles in the proliferation of bacterial biofilms (dense colonies of surface-associated bacteria), and may produce significant survival advantages in diverse environments. The fundamental principles of collective motion have been explored extensively using minimal simulation models of moving, interacting individuals [1] [2] [3] , and the prospect of applying the insights gained from such studies to infection and disease is very attractive. However, most minimal models of collective motion are not directly applicable to bacterial colonies due to oversimplification of the interactions between individuals, and between individuals and their enclosing, physical environment.
The gap between the real world of bacteria and idealized, minimal simulations has been bridged to some extent by system-specific models based on physical interactions between motile bacteria [4] [5] [6] . In parallel, biophysical models of non-motile bacteria have shown how the physical interactions between growing cells and the soft material surrounding them can determine group morphology [7] [8] [9] .
Here we investigate collective behavior of an interstitial biofilm using an individual-based model that accounts for stigmergy (ie: path following) [10] [11] [12] [13] by bacteria that comprise the biofilm. We show that subtle differences in environmental conditions can cause dramatic shifts in the emergent, collective behavior of the colony due to stigmergic effects. Specifically, an increase in substratum stiffness yields a transition from dispersed, disordered movement, to a highly stable, structured morphology characterized by a high local density of constituent bacteria that move efficiently within self-constructed channels. The ordered state, controlled by physical properties of the environment, results in a condition which reconciles two often mutually exclusive properties that are typically associated with fitness advantages: high mobility and high local density. Our findings provide insight into the relationship between bacterial movement mechanics and the physical properties of the enclosing environment and, more broadly, into the nature of emergence and pattern formation in complex biophysical systems. Understanding such processes can help explain adaptation to specialized habitats, and inform the design of experiments and biomedical surfaces. Bacterium i samples the space accessible by its pili by randomly selecting a point within an arc extending from a forward pole. The pilus attachment probability scales with EPS concentration (shown in orange), up to a maximum value Pmax. In the absence of EPS, the attachment probability is given by Pmin.
MODEL
We implemented an individual-based model of bacterial behavior in a quasi-2D environment (Fig. 1 ). It consists of two primary components: (i) a realistic model of physical interactions between rigid, rod-shaped bacteria confined in the space between a viscous medium and a solid surface (Fig. 1a, b) , in which the resistance to motion due to deformation of the substratum is quantified by a single parameter (a stiffness coefficient, γ), and (ii) bacterial motility that is enabled by the extension and retraction of Type IV Pili (T4P) and biased by extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) which are excreted by the bacteria (Fig. 1c) . We intentionally exclude complex phenomena such as chemotaxis and contact-based signalling in order to show that explicit simulation of high order biochemical communication processes is not necessary to explain this type of biofilm self-organisation and pattern formation. Instead, morphogenesis results from two basic forms of stigmergy arising from the formation of furrows in a viscous substratum and following of EPS trails deposited by the moving bacteria. EPS following is implemented as preferential binding of pili to the EPS [14, 15] , as shown in Fig. 1c . This general phenomenon is ubiquitous to a broad range of bacteria such as P. aeruginosa and M. xanthus that use Type IV Pili for movement while actively modifying the surface properties through substance excretion [14] [15] [16] .
We note that in this model, the EPS does not directly cause alignment of neighboring bacteria. Instead, alignment results from collisions of the rigid, rod-shaped individuals (Fig. 1b) . We parametrized the model based on experimental data gathered for Pseudomonas aeruginosa. It is, however, flexible and directly applicable to a broad range of biofilms that use T4P for surface motility [17] .
physical properties of individuals
Each bacterium is simulated as a sphereocylindrical particle (a rod of length l and width w, with hemispherical caps of radius w/2). We assume overdamped dynamics due to the high viscosity of the medium. The physical interaction scheme is a generic model of collisions between rod-shaped objects and our numerical implementation of this scheme is similar to that used in Ref. [8, 9] . Friction is uniform in space, so that damping does not vary along the length of a rod-shaped particle. Translational and angular velocities that arise from physical interactions therefore depend on particle length and a constant friction coefficient (µ), and are proportional to the applied forces and torques, respectively.
Translational motion is calculated using:
here, F is the sum of forces generated by motility F p , environmental forces F s , and particle-particle interactions
Similarly, angular velocity is given by:
in which τ = τ p + τ s + j τ ij is the net torque on particle i due to motility τ p , environmental potentials τ s , and interaction forces τ ij .
repulsive interaction forces
To model the repulsive force of collisions between cell walls, we employ a potential (see methods) that yields repulsion when the distance between particles is smaller than the rod width (d ij < w). The force F ij acts alonĝ r ij , wherer ij is a unit vector defined by the closest points between particle backbones (Fig. 7) . F ij also generates torque of magnitude
, where r lev is the lever arm distance and F ij⊥ is the component of the interaction force perpendicular to the long axis of the particle.
twitching motility
On solid surfaces, bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Myxococcus xanthus, and Neisseria gonorrhoeae can express a motility apparatus termed Type IV Pili: strands of protein that are extruded through ondemand assembly from monomeric precursors, attach to a surface, and retract via dis-assembly. The force of retraction pulls the cell forward, and repeated retractions and extensions allow cell motion across a surface [18] . The behavior associated with this type of movement is called 'twitching' motility [19] .
To model cell movement we specify an angle φ and a pilus range r pili that define an area bound by an arc extending from the front pole of a particle (Fig. 2) . To produce forward motion of a particle, a point is selected at random in this region. If a binding event occurs, a force F p is applied between the particle's leading pole and the binding site over the duration of the retraction time (which is selected at random from a uniform distribution [0, 2t ret ] defined by the the mean retraction period t ret = 5s).
Pilus retraction along the vector between the leading pole of the particle and the binding site generates a torque of magnitude given by:
where F p⊥ is the component of the retraction force normal to the long axis of the particle. If the T4P binding site happens to be on the body of another particle, the binding probability is P b (constant throughout the simulation) and the retraction force is split between both particles, directing them towards each other. An appropriate torque is applied to the particle being pulled with the attachment point approximated as the point on the midline that is nearest the binding site. Movement of both particles is accounted for during subsequent time increments associated with the twitching event.
The parameters | F p |, r pili , φ, and t ret control the orientational persistence time and movement velocity in the absence of interactions with other particles or any environmental forces. If the space in front of a cell is heterogeneous, the pili act as sensors as well as motility machines. In our model this is relevant to the process of EPS trail following, where the retraction duration determines the frequency at which the environment is sampled and modulates the ability for bacteria to effectively follow EPS trails. Here, we constrained this value based on experimentally determined retraction distances and movement rates (see 'parameterization' section).
P. aeruginosa and other rod shaped bacteria such as M. xanthus, exhibit spontaneous reversals of polarity during twitching motility [19] . Since T4P are localized to one pole of the cell, this process reverses the motility direction of single bacteria. To implement spontaneous polarity reversal, we define a reversal period that is selected at random from a Gaussian distribution defined by the average reversal period t rev and its standard deviation σ rev . At the moment of reversal, a countdown starts and a new reversal event occurs when this clock reaches zero.
stigmergy
The simulation takes place in finite 2D space with periodic boundary conditions. The space is discretized into a square mesh with a pixel resolution of ∆x = w/4, where w is the particle width of 1 µm. The pixels are used to accumulate a stigmergy tracer as the particles traverse the simulation space (Fig. 3) . We used Eulerian integration to calculate changes in tracer level.
Particles deposit a trace in their environment represented by counts that decay exponentially in time and accumulate when a particle is present. Count accumulation in each pixel of area [∆x] 2 saturates according to: where k is the trace deposition rate per unit area and C max is the maximum tracer count per pixel. Accumulation competes with exponential decay taking place at rate β:
Because of the competition, a steady-state value C st ≤ C max is reached if a particle moves sufficiently slowly:
The steady-state value C st is a function of the free parameter C max , which represents the limit to which the environment can sustain continual modification.
There are two types of counts, C s and C p , each with their own values of k and β ( k s , β s and k p , β p , respectively). C s accounts for the formation of furrows in the substratum and C p accounts for the effects of excreted EPS on the probability of T4P attachment to the surface.
stigmergy mechanism 1: furrowing
The substratum-coverslip interface resists debonding, thereby generating a force that resists bacterial motion and biofilm expansion. In our model, this force is calculated by allowing a surface deformation potential U s to scale with the local value of C s and the stiffness coefficient γ:
where ∇C s (x, y) is the local central difference between neighboring pixels ∆C s divided by the pixel spacing ∆x.
To find the force applied at each rod segment, F s (x, y) is integrated over the pixels (x, y) within the area each rod segment A seg centered at position r where:
so that the appropriate torques can be applied:
Here γ scales the resistance felt by a moving rod with respect to the local topographical gradient (Fig. 4) . Physically, γ is related to the elastic properties of the substratum. Capillary forces are likely responsible for the observed substratum reformation in the presence (but not in the absence) of a coverslip [12] , and would be relevant to γ, β s , and k s . Because stiffness would affect the rate at which the substratum responds to the presence of a bacterium and the rate at which furrows refill due to capillary forces, we make β s ∝ γ −1 and k s ∝ γ −1 , which is equivalent to stating:
is independent of γ. This means we can re-cast equations 4 and 5 as:
and
respectively, where k U = γk s = 0.05 and β U = γβ s = 2.5 × 10 −4 are constant for all values of γ, and describe the deformation and restitution rates of the potential field corresponding to surface topography. That is, the capillary forces and deformation forces produced by the bacteria are assumed to be independent of substratum stiffness. Consequently, it takes bacteria longer to deform a stiffer substratum, but the resulting deformation will resist restitution, and persist longer in the absence of bacteria. The resitution rate must be significantly slower than the movement rate of bacteria in order for furrows to persist in the absence of bacteria. If the restitution rate is on the order of the individual movement rate, the force generated by substratum deformation resembles surface tension that holds clusters of cells together. A discretized rod in two spatial dimensions. The squares represent the pixels used for accumulation of stigmergy tracer counts. The orange squares represent those used for calculating the local forces from substratum resistance at r1, the discrete pixel corresponding to the center of segment 1 is colored in red.
stigmergy mechanism 2: EPS excretion
Based on literature precedent [14] [15] [16] , the proposed role of EPS in motility is modeled by making the local probability of pilus attachment to the substratum, P s , scale with the the fraction K of the local area covered by EPS binding sites
2 , so that movement is biased along trails.
This value is bounded from below by a finite probability P min , which corresponds to the natural binding affinity of T4P to the unaltered surface and defines the probability of attachment when K = 0. Similarly, we define a maximum attachment probability P max , which represents the affinity of the pilus tip to binding sites provided by the EPS, and corresponds to the situation where K = 1.
If the attachment point in question lies on the body of another particle, the probability of particle-particle attachment (P b ) is invoked first, if no attachment results the surface attachment probability (P s ) is evaluated ( Top-down schematic of simulations where spatial gradients from low trace levels (dark pixels) to high (light pixels) correspond to a force field that resists particle motion due to the elastic properties of the substratum. If the gradient is aligned with the long axis of a particle, it generates a translational force only (b). A nonuniform gradient aligned with the short axis of the particle gives rise to torque as well, which is evaluated at each rod segment (c).
parameterization While precise estimates do not exist for many of the model input parameters, it has been documented that during unobstructed twitching motility P. aeruginosa 
move discontinuously at approximately 0.3 -0.5 µm/s in excursions of approximately 5 µm, and pili can reach through an arc of at least 0.5π radians [18] . The average polarity reversal rate and its distribution are important parameters with respect to collective motion [20] and could be subject to a biochemical regulation mechanism [19, 21] . This regulation process is not well-characterized, and may be unique to specific species, strains and conditions. Since there are no long-range chemical gradients in our simulations, we make the minimal assumption that bacteria reverse polarity several times during a division cycle, which can range from about 30 min to 200 min depending on conditions (see for example [22, 23] ). Visual inspection of the microscopy data in [12] indicates that bacteria range from about 3 -7 µm in length and are about 1 µm in girth. Based on the observations and limitations discussed above, the following parameters can be roughly established: t rev , σ rev , l max , l min , r pili , φ, and w. The observed unobstructed movement rate of 0.5 µm/s is established by balancing t ret , | F p |, and µ. Biological parameters that must be estimated are: k p , P max , P b , and F r . The repulsion force parameter F r is simply set to a value that prevents overlap of rod centerlines during collisions. We set the EPS deposition rate k p , to a value that allows the steady state EPS concentration to be reached in the time that a particle passes over an area.
We set the maximum surface attachment probability P max = 0.3, a value that approximately reconciles the maximum observed long-time movement rate observed for P. aeruginosa in the interstitial environment of 0.2 µm/s and the maximum single-retraction velocity of 0.5 µm/s. We set the affinity of the pilus tip to the bacterial cell surface P b = 0.25, slightly lower than the maximum possible EPS attachment probability. This decision was based on the idea that attachment to the cell surface would likely be mediated by EPS materials which would have to bind to the pilus tip as well as the cell surface for movement to result from retraction. We set P b higher than P min based on the assumption that attachment to a cell surface would be favored relative to the native surface.
The experiments we wish to simulate (systematic alteration of substratum conditions) do not alter the bacteria. Therefore, their physical and biological properties were fixed in the model.
With biological parameters fixed, those relating to the environment can be systematically tuned and the results compared to experimental observations [12, 24] . The environmental parameters are: γ, k s , β s , µ, P min , and β p .
The minimum attachment probability, P min corresponds to the affinity of the pilus tip to either the substratum or the coverslip surface. In order for the stigmergic effects of EPS excretion to manifest, P min must be lower than P max so that spatial variations in binding probability can bias movement.
The time scale associated with topographical dynamics in the substratum is defined by β s and k s , which are important parameters with respect to pattern formation. If β s is too high, the substratum will immediately reform after passage of a particle and individuals or clusters will become isolated from each other as the substratum closes behind them. The rate (k s ) at which particles deform the substratum determines how long it takes for a stationary particle to generate a topographical gradient around itself. Therefore, (for fixed γ, µ, and | F p |), k s , t ret , and P min will determine whether or not movement of individuals is observed.
Initialization
In each simulation, 1000 particles were placed in random positions throughout a square space (side length L = 160 µm) with periodic boundary conditions. Particles were assigned orientations (θ), and lengths (l) from uniform distributions [0, 2π) and [l min , l max ], respectively. Reversal clocks were initially randomized by assigning each particle a reversal period from the Gaussian distribution described by t rev and σ rev , and allowing the values to count down and reset according to the rules of the model for a time period of 10t rev before starting the simulation. Pili are assumed to be initially unattached to the surface, with the countdown to the first attachment attempt selected from the uniform distribution [0, t ret ].
RESULTS
The only parameter that we varied in order to cause the changes in collective behavior discussed below is the stiffness coefficient (γ) which governs the resistance experienced by the motile bacteria, the rate at which they deform the local topography, and the rate at which the furrows refill. Altering γ is akin to changing the concentration of monomeric precursor when preparing the substratum (eg: agar or gellan gum), or altering the concentration of stabilizing di-valent cations in the mixture.
We start by characterizing clustering and connectivity in the simulated biofilm for systematically increasing values of γ. The steady state cluster size distribution (CSD), defined as the probability density P of finding an individual within a cluster of size s, is affected by the physical properties of the substratum, as is demonstrated by the plots of P (s) versus γ shown in Fig. 5 . At low values of γ, the bacteria experience little resistance to movement through the substratum, no clear trail systems are visible in snapshots of the colony in the steady state (Fig. 5a , Supplemental Movie S1 [25] ), and the CSD decays exponentially (Fig. 5b) . As γ is increased, the bacteria form networks of interconnected trails (Fig.  5c , Supplemental Movie S2 [25] ) and the CSD transitions to a bimodal distribution (Fig. 5d) [25] . The formation of large clusters that approach the system size (of 1000 bacteria) is observed when the resistance to motion approaches the force exerted by individuals attempting to move through the substratum. We refer to this process as percolation, because it indicates an approach to global connectivity between most of the individuals in the system. Though a finite-size study is outside the scope of the present work, it is possible that for the particle density we used in these simulations, percolation would not occur in much larger systems, and the maximum cluster size may instead converge to some value smaller than the system size. Percolation theory suggests that this tendency would depend sensitively on the particle density.
To quantify the transition from equilibrium clustering to percolation, we plot the maximum cluster size S max reached for each value of γ, and find distinct scaling behaviors below and above a critical value γ c ≈ 0.49 (Fig.  5e) , which marks the onset of the transition to the percolated state. The transition region (γ c ≥ γ ≥ γ sat ) is highlighted by the red line in Fig. 5e . The maximum cluster size distribution obeys a power law within the transition region (Fig. 5f) , and the system resides in stable unpercolated and percolated states below (γ ≤ γ c ) and beyond (γ ≥ γ sat ) the transition region. The change in clustering behavior around γ c is extremely abrupt, and a cautionary sign for experimentalists -a subtle change in a physical parameter such as stiffness around a critical value can produce a dramatic change in colony behavior that may be caused purely by unintended changes in a poorly-controlled parameter.
The change in CSD from an exponential to a bi-modal distribution seen in Fig. 5b,d is not unique to our study. A similar transition has been observed in prior simulation studies of self-propelled rods, where it indicates a change from a state of uncorrelated movement to one of ordered collective motion [5] . Experiments with the bacterium Myxococcus xanthus have shown similar behaviors, with long-tailed or bi-modal CSDs occurring below and above a critical cell density [4, 20] . In these studies, a critical density marks the transition from uncorrelated movement to collective motion, which is facilitated by high degrees of orientational alignment between individuals in contact. More broadly, density and orientational order/disorder are fundamentally important in systems of moving agents, and constitute the two most basic control parameters in minimal models of collective motion [2] .
We therefore proceed by analyzing changes in orientational coherence (ie: degree of alignment between neighboring bacteria) and local density associated with the changes in clustering and percolation seen in Fig. 5 .
Qualitatively, the snapshots in Fig. 6a indicate the existence of two distinct states at low and high values of γ, and that the local density and degree of alignment between neighboring bacteria increase with γ, as the system transitions from the unpercolated to the percolated state. To quantify local alignment, we compute the orientational coherence (φ, defined by Eq. 17 see Methods) between bacteria versus the degree of separation (DoS). For two bacteria in contact DoS = 1, for second nearest neighbors DoS = 2 and so on. For bacteria with parallel orientations, φ = 1 (fully correlated), and for bacteria with perpendicular orientations φ = −1 (anticorrelated). The steady-state time average of the ensemble mean of φ decays exponentially as DoS increases (Fig. 6b) , and the reciprocal of the corresponding decay constant (the coherence length) quantifies local orientational order. Fig. 6c shows that the coherence length increases continuously with γ, and does not show a clear demarcation between the unpercolated and percolated states. However, the trend is clear, and confirms that local alignment does indeed increase with γ, in agreement with qualitative inspection of the colony snapshots in Fig. 6a . We note that the snapshots in Fig. 6a indicate alignment correlates with high EPS concentration, even though EPS does not cause explicit alignment of neighboring bacteria in our model. Instead, alignment occurs through collisions of rod-shaped bacteria which The cluster size distribution, P (s), transitions from an exponential decay to a bi-modal distribution as γ is increased from 0.25 (low substratum stiffness) to 1.5 (high substratum stiffness). (e) Maximum cluster size Smax (normalized to the system size of N bacteria) versus γ, revealing a clear, critical value γc that marks the onset of stable trail formation. The red line indicates the transition region between unpercolated (γ ≤ γc) and percolated (γ ≥ γsat) states. (f) The maximum cluster size obeys a power law as a function of γ within the transition region, which we confirm by rescaling γ to γc.
are confined within the furrows.
The local density distribution also changes dramatically with γ (Fig. 6d) . At low values of γ, the local density distribution peaks near the global density (N/L 2 ) of 0.04 (where N and L are the total number of bacteria and the length of the simulation box respectively), as expected for a homogeneous system. Conversely, at high values of γ, the distribution peaks at 0 (corresponding to empty regions between the clusters seen in Fig. 6a) , and spreads out to high densities encountered within the clusters. The spreading corresponds to an increase in local density fluctuations (defined as the standard deviation of the local density) which grow systematically from the equilibrium value (indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 6e ) as γ increases. Figures 6d,e represent density fluctuations for square subspaces of side length 10µm. However, it is instructive to examine the density fluctuations as a function of subspace area (Fig. 6f) . Below γ c , particle number fluctuations scale as ∆n ∝ n 0.5
−2 is the average number of bacteria in a local area of area l 2 ), as expected for an equilibrium system. Above γ c non-equilibrium giant number fluctuations (GNF) are observed and ∆n ∝ n λ , with λ > 0.5 (see Methods for a detailed description of our local density calculations). The increase in density fluctuations above γ c is important with respect to bacterial fitness because it is the high-density tail of the density distribution that corresponds to tightly packed areas where the bacteria will benefit from cooperative processes [26] , and are more likely to withstand perturbation.
To investigate the balance between cluster stability and individual mobility, we introduce a novel metric: the configurational correlation, ζ, defined as the ratio of the persistence time (τ 1 ) of a global density distribution to the dwell time (τ 2 ) of the constituent individuals. It is a quantitative measure of the rate at which the colony 'morphology' seen in each snapshot of Fig. 6a evolves relative to the rate at which the bacteria within it are moving. A complete description of how we computed τ 1 , τ 2 and ζ is provided in the Methods section.
Plots of τ 1 (Fig. 6g ) and τ 2 (Fig. 6h ) versus γ show, unsurprisingly, that both the global persistence time and and the individual dwell time increase monotonically with substratum stiffness. However, ζ(γ) is approximately constant in the unpercolated and percolated states, and increases continuously with γ in the transition region between the two states (Fig. 6i) . The transition region, γ c ≤ γ ≤ γ sat , demarcates a state characterized by dispersed, disordered movement (γ ≤ γ c ), from that of a structured collective morphology with high local density and connectivity(γ ≥ γ sat ). Thus, there exist two ranges of substratum stiffness, corresponding to the two stable states of the colony within which the respective modes of collective movement are insensitive to small changes in γ. The stable states are separated by a rapidly-varying transition region characterized by a high degree of sensitivity to γ.
For γ ≤ γ c , the self-propulsion force of individual bacteria is significant relative to the opposing force exerted by the substratum. Hence, individuals move freely, forming clusters only when random collisions occur (Fig. 1b) , and disperse rapidly due to the stochastic nature of movement driven by Type IV Pili (see Fig.1c and the model description). In this sub-critical regime, path following and stable clustering do not occur because the two stigmergy mechanisms are ineffective -the substratum does not produce robust topographic paths, and the EPS concentration rapidly becomes uniform throughout the system, as is seen in Fig. 6a where the EPS concentration is depicted in green. Hence, movement bias caused by the environment is negligible, and stigmergy does not occur.
As γ increases, the substratum increasingly restricts the motion of individuals, and the motility bias induced by EPS causes separated individuals to form clusters. Polarity reversals give rise to cluster elongation and allow bacteria to semi-periodically retrace their steps, reinforcing trails that eventually merge, forming the observed network of interconnected channels.
DISCUSSION
Having characterized the transition between the two modes of collective behavior, we first discuss the essential features of this process and the underlying mechanisms. We then discuss how these results help us understand the interplay between biofilm fitness and morphogenesis phenomena reported in experimental studies.
The primary aim of this study was to elucidate the nature of biofilm pattern formation based on the assumptions that the constituent bacteria furrow through the substratum, and excrete EPS which can form trails that bias their motion. We note that, whilst the model implements two forms of stigmergy (due to furrowing and EPS following), EPS alone can give rise to trail and pattern formation even in the absence of furrowing (eg. when γ = 0). However, this is true only in a narrow subset of the parameter space where the EPS degradation and deposition rates are fine-tuned and the pilus binding affinity to the bare surface is close to zero -conditions that are not justified given that the bacteria are known to form furrows in the systems of interest [12] , and that T4P are known to bind readily to a large variety of biological and abiotic surfaces [27] .
Additionally, low-concentration agar is known to favor 'swarming' or 'swimming' motility through the expression of flagella (see for example [28, 29] ), mechanisms distinct from the one we study here. Our simulations of twitching motility are expected to apply in situations where substratum stiffness is high enough to promote the expression of T4P, which makes the substratum stiffness an intrinsic parameter in any realistic scenario involving Clusters form throughout the colony as γ is increased, causing broadening of the spatial density distribution (d) and an increase in local density fluctuations (e), which correspond to nonequilibrium number fluctuations (f). The global configuration (ie: colony morphology) persistence time (g) and the individual bacterium dwell time (h) both increase monotonically with γ. In the percolated state (γ ≥ γsat), the colony morphology is more stable than in the unpercolated state (γ ≤ γc), relative to the movement rate of the individuals composing it. This indicates percolation in conjunction with path-following (i). Error bars correspond to the standard deviation in time (g, i), or the 95% confidence interval of the fitting coefficient (c, f).
this type of motility.
While bi-modal clustering in systems of self-propelled rods has been attributed to simple steric interactions between particles [5] , such a transition is not evident in our model, which is based on stochastic, apolar movement of bacteria as documented by Skerker et al. [18] . Indeed, below γ c the system demonstrates equilibrium behavior, even though the cell density and mean aspect ratio are well within the parameter space corresponding to non-equilibrium clustering as reported by Peruani et al. [5] . The absence of this transition is due to the stochastic nature of particle movement, in particular the discontinuous application of the pilus retraction force, and random polarity reversal [25] . However, trail following due to substratum deformation effectively facilitates non-equilibrium structure formation, despite the stochastic nature of bacterial movement. Importantly, our results indicate that EPS deposition alone is not sufficient to achieve trail formation.
This result both complements and contrasts that of Balagam and Igoshin [6] , who recently simulated trailfollowing in surface-motile bacteria to explain pattern formation in systems where the constituent individuals spontaneously reverse direction. While they observed that trail-following does indeed facilitate non-equilibrium clustering, the authors did not suggest a specific mechanism behind trail-following phenomena but invoked the idea of EPS trail following to explain the corresponding experimental observations. Their implementation of trail sensing involved a monte-carlo sampling of the area near the forward pole of each cell to determine the trail direction. In our model such a process is analagous to the random sampling of the area accessible to pili. However, because pilus retractions pull the cell a distance on the order of the cell length [18] , errors in spatial sampling lead to ineffective EPS trail following. Our results suggest that while EPS excretion plays an important role in morphogenesis by enhancing the movement rate within trails, these trails cannot form without the mechanism suggested by Gloag et al. [12] , whereby the bacteria actively remodel the topography of their environment. Without this effect, trail-following by the preferential binding of T4P to EPS is not robust.
For the reasons discussed above, we expect our model to exhibit a robust behavioral dependence on γ similar to the one we report here for any set of parameters for which the EPS does not facilitate path following in the absence of a physical resistance to motion. The specific range of γ over which this transition occurs experimentally will be a function of the forces exerted by the bacteria. Therefore, we would not expect to see the emergence of robust trail networks in experiments where the bacteria move through a medium that is either very soft (negligible γ) or very rigid (negligible k s ), unless the pilus binding affinity is close to zero in the absence of EPS. Our insights into the role of γ are highly relevant to experimental studies because, whilst EPS following is difficult to manipulate experimentally, the material properties of the culture medium are relatively easy to control and can have an enormous influence on behavior. This indicates that unpredictable behavior of bacterial biofilms in the laboratory may result from subtle differences in culture preparation, and motivates novel studies of the behavioral response of bacteria to systematic manipulation of material properties.
An example of this strategy was recently reported by Ratzke et al., [26] who elegantly demonstrated the trade-off between fitness associated with low and highresistance environments for micro-colonies of B. subtilis (a motile, rod-shaped bacterium) suspended in solidified agar. In low-density media, bacteria were able to move freely into the medium, expanding rapidly and proliferating quickly in high-nutrient conditions, while their counterparts grown in high-nutrient, high-density agar were not able to expand rapidly and formed dense patches. In low-nutrient conditions, however, the advantage was given to the high-density, slow-moving structures which were able to survive due to a cooperative metabolism process that was only possible in dense patches. These findings suggest a mutual exclusivity separating highmobility and high-density structures.
Our results show how stigmergic processes can combine these two fitness advantages in the high-density condition. Cooperative movement processes and trailformation produce a system in which the individuals can move effectively within a densely connected structure that maintains the benefits of the biofilm without inhibiting spatial proliferation.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated how slight alterations in environmental conditions can lead to dramatic changes in collective motion patterns of bacteria, even when all biological parameters are fixed. The observed behavioral transition is facilitated by an interplay between two stigmergic processes. The first is biological: the bacteria actively store spatial information in the local environment in the form of excreted substances. The other is physical: spatial information is stored due to deformation of the material through which the bacteria move. The physical mechanism offers an opportunity to understand and control the behavior of bacteria without modifying their biology. Our results emphasize the essential role of agent-environment interactions in models of emergence in multi-agent systems, particularly when the environment is not static, and is modified by the activity of the agents moving within it.
METHODS simulations
We used the Vega-Lago algorithm [30] in to find distances between particle backbones. We note that the FORTRAN code provided in [30] contains an error that causes the algorithm to fail for parallel rods of different length, which we corrected in the current implementation. We also used a cell-sorting algorithm (side length l max + w) and neighbor lists to efficiently find the distances between individuals. | F ij | is calculated from the repulsive component of a Lennard-Jones potential (Fig.  7) . The scaling of the repulsive force is given by F r which is the maximum value reached by the attractive portion of the first derivative of the potential. Though the attractive part is ignored, this value adjusts the scaling of the repulsive region, so that a higher value of F r yields stronger repulsion.
We used Eulerian integration to calculate changes in particle position. The time step ∆t is continuously adjusted between ∆t max = 0.1 s and ∆t min = 0.005 s so that changes in particle positions do not exceed a specified maximum. To avoid numerical artifacts when ∆t = ∆t min , a maximum repulsive force threshold (F max ) is implemented. As long as F max is set to values much higher than typical interaction forces, over-compression of the particles does not result in overlap between particle centerlines (a physically impossible arrangement). The main reason for implementing this force threshold is to allow overlaps from the initially random configuration to resolve without displacements exceeding those that would result from typical particle-particle collisions.
data analysis
The principle output of any self-propelled rod simulation is a set of configurations described by the particle positions (Cartesian coordinates), orientations, and lengths. To analyze simulation output, we constructed a sparse adjacency matrix using a cutoff nearest-neighbor distance r n = 1.5w larger than the physical repulsion distance but small enough to exclude second-nearest neighbors. The cluster size probability density (CSD) represents the probability that a particle selected randomly in the steady state will belong to a cluster of a given size. CSD values are computed from an adjacency matrix: neighbors of increasing degree are identified until the unique list of particles within the cluster does not change with further iterations. The cluster size is the number of particles identified in this way. Histograms of the cluster size distribution were plotted by binning the cluster size values for each particle into bins of increasing size (s = 1 2 , 2 2 , 3 2 ...32 2 ), averaging over the steady-state time period, and normalizing by bin width to reflect the probability (P (s)) of randomly identifying a particle within the size range defined by each bin.
To calculate the average nematic orientational coherence value for the ensemble as a function of DoS between particles we used the following procedure: for each particle, the orientations of neighbors at increasing DoS are compared to that of the particle in question and averaged via the orientational coherence function:
and the ensemble average, φ N vs DoS over the entire system is calculated.
We computed density distributions and their fluctuations by dividing the simulation space (L = 160) into square subspaces ς of side length l, and counting the number of particles with centroids located in each subspace, to compute local densities ρ(ς, t) in each time step. The values in Figure 6d represent the fractions of the total area containing the indicated particle densities for subspace area a = 100µm
2 . These are calculated by counting the number q of subspaces containing the indicated density ρ(ς) and computing the time average of qa/L 2 for the steady state. This results in a single histogram of local density for the entire steady state. The fluctuation magnitude (Fig.6e) is simply the standard deviation of these discrete local density values.
The configurational correlation ζ is the ratio of two different configurational decay times. The first, τ 1 , is a measure of the time it takes for a global configuration to cease resembling itself. It is computed as follows: the simulation box is divided into a square mesh with resolution set equal to the minimum particle length. At time t i each cell in the mesh is assigned a 1 if occupied by at least one particle, or 0 otherwise, we refer to this as the structural configuration matrix (S(t i )).
We take the sum over the elements of S(t i ) to find z(t i ). S(t i ) is then multiplied element-wise with the subsequent configuration at t = t + dt and the result is S(t i + dt) this process is repeated for subsequent configurations and we find R(t − t i ), the normalized sum over all elements of S(t), so that R(t−t i ) = z(t−t i )/z(t i ) approaches zero as t − t i increases. Fitting R(t − t i ) to a single exponential decay gives
The other type of configurational decay constant, τ 2 , is calculated similarly: at t i , each particle is assigned an index corresponding to its grid position, and the correlation value, κ(t i ) = 1. If a particle's index changes in subsequent configurations the correlation value κ(t − t i ) decreases by 1/N , the decay is cumulative in time, ie: κ(t − t i ) does not recover if a particle goes back to its location at t i . The decay is fit to an exponential model so that κ(t − t i ) = e [−1/τ2][t−ti] . For a given simulation in the steady state ζ = τ 1 /τ 2 is a constant that fluctuates about a defined mean.
To ensure that the system had reached steady-state behavior, time-dependent cluster size distributions were examined to establish whether the system's CSD had reached a stable trend. All simulations had reached steady-state CSDs by t = t f − t f /4 so the final quarter of each time series was used for all calculations. by Zachreson et al.
supplemental movies
Movie S1 corresponds to Fig. 5a and demonstrates bacterial collective behavior when substratum stiffness γ = 0.25 (the disordered, equilibrium state). Bacteria are colored based on their orientation (red cells are aligned with the x axis, and blue cells to the y axis). Light-colored trails correspond to high EPS concentration and dark edges represent topographical gradients in the substratum. Time between frames is 1000s, frame rate is 10fps.
Movie S2 corresponds to Fig. 5c and demonstrates bacterial collective behavior when substratum stiffness γ = 1.5 (the ordered state). Bacteria are colored based on their orientation (red cells are aligned with the x axis, and blue cells to the y axis). Light-colored trails correspond to high EPS concentration and dark edges represent topographical gradients in the substratum. Time between frames is 1000s, frame rate is 10fps.
cluster statistics in motility model variants
To test the rules of our motility model against other, simpler models of self-propelled particles, we removed stigmergy from the model and tuned the parameters affecting particle movement to isolate various aspects of our system. Using the results of Peruani et al. [5] as a benchmark we tuned our model to mimic the behavior of systems of identical self-propelled rods that move in polar, continuous, deterministic paths. We achieved this by setting l min = l max = 5, φ ret = 0, and P s = 1, and turning off direction reversals. In order to match Peruani et al's model we also had to reduce the propulsion force by a factor of 10 (F p = 0.15) from the value used in the main text which was based on experimentally measured movement rates. The resulting cluster size distributions (Fig. S1 blue bars) qualitatively resemble those reported by Peruani et al. (though our system is much larger, L = 240, N = 2986 for a coverage fraction of 0.3) wich likely accounts for the broadening of the non-equilibrium modes observed here.
We then made the following adjustments, individually, to the ideal model to investigate whether or not the elements of our motility model affect the tendency towards non-equilibrium clustering. We found that nonequilibrium clustering was robust to mixed aspect ratio (l min = 3, l max = 7), fluctuations in movement direction φ ret = 0.5π, and particle-particle attachment P b = 0.25. However, stochastic direction reversals T rev = 1000s prevented clutering (Fig. S1, red bars) . Additionally, implementing stochastic movement by setting F p = 10 and P s = 0.1 (for the same average movement velocity) also prevented the bi-modal clustering observed for the continuously moving case (Fig. S1, black bars) .
These tests indicate that we should not expect collective motion for discontinuously moving rods that stochastically reverse direction. These attributes are essential to our model of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which is designed based on observed behaviors [16, 18, 19] and emphasizes the essential role of stigmergy in structure formation. In the non-reversing case (blue bars), the distribution is multi-modal (asterisks (*) indicate non-equilibrium modes), in agreement with other models of self-propelled rods. However, this multi-modal cluster size distribution is not sustained if the particles either stochastically reverse direction (red), or move discontinusouly (black).
